Three tunes; Gift to be Simple, Turn, Turn, and Eternal Ruler of the Ceaseless Round, should be brought out where they appear.
Turn, turn, turn again to find the light without shines quietly with
in and where we are is where we've always been.

We turn,
turn, ____ turn____ our mind and heart to tear,____ to

rit. a tempo

mend,____ to part,____________ Then turn____ to love a-gain and

mp

in the lov-ing find that love____ is light,____ a can-dle lit with-

subf

fast

mp
in and where we are is where we've always been.
We turn, turn, we turn un-til the

Turn, turn, in morn-ing and in night un-til the turn-}

ossia poco rit. a tempo

morn-ing and in night un-til the turn-ing
stills and we begin -Finite and e-

a tempo

ternal the Light is all as it has always been, the

rit. to end

Light is all as it has always been.